CONSUMER UNDERSTANDING AND ADVERTISING STRATEGY: ANALYSIS AND STRATEGIC TRANSLATION OF LADDERING DATA

Two major obstacles exist to the proliferation of laddering as a management tool. First, the sheer magnitude of tedious work an analyst must perform to complete an analysis adds excessive costs to any study. Second, many who are familiar with the technique still have difficulty bridging from data to strategy to executional design and implications. This paper addresses both of those issues by describing a newly available software support tool to make the data analysis a more reasonable task and by discussing the issue of strategy development and implementation. An example within the product category of dog food data is used.

An important issue for both industry and academic consumer researchers is the development of an understanding of how consumers derive personally relevant meaning about products. This meaning is the basis consumers use to shape their decision criteria among competitive products and services. In this paper, we discuss the process by which pragmatic analysis of qualitative data on consumer meaning can be achieved and how this analysis can be used to enhance creative copy development. All too often, the results of qualitative research could have been written before the research was performed, either because the final results are merely the a priori opinion of the researcher involved, or because the results are so obvious that the research need never have been performed. The intent here is to suggest a methodological process which will alleviate both of these problems when gathering information on consumer meaning.

Numerous academic studies have addressed this fundamental issue of meaning from the traditional product-attribute perspective (Bass, Pessemier, and Lehmann, 1972; Bass and Talarzyk, 1972; Lehmann, 1971; McAlister, 1982). Under the attribute perspective, product meaning is the observable physical characteristics of the product. This limiting perspective ignores any type of personal meanings of the product attributes.

Recognizing this deficiency, product meaning has been expanded beyond merely attributes to include benefits those attributes symbolize to the consumer. This orientation concentrates primarily on the direct results the product delivers to the consumer through product purchase or consumption (Haley, 1968, 1984; Myers, 1976). More recently, the definition of product meanings has been expanded yet again to include higher levels of abstraction (Gutman and Reynolds, 1979), namely, personal values (Homer and Kahle, 1988; Mitchell, 1983; Vinson, Scott, and Lamont, 1977).
The ever-broadening focus on understanding the consumer meanings that underlie the decision-making process, from attribute to benefit to personal-value perspectives, is primarily driven by the competitive forces in the marketplace. That is, the dramatic increase in the number of competing brands in most product categories forces marketers to look for positionings that are more directly relevant to the decision-making criteria of the consumer. Clearly, understanding the personally relevant meanings that consumers hold for a product, and the new positioning strategies which may stem from these meanings, is invaluable to marketing strategists.

Means-End Theory (Gutman, 1982) presents an appealing framework to more comprehensively represent the consumer meanings that underlie product-positioning research. Rather than focus on a particular level of meanings, the Means-End framework incorporates all levels into a conceptual model, that additionally focuses on the associations (or derived meanings) between the levels. The associations between concepts offer an explanation of how consumers interpret a product attribute as symbolizing associated benefits. Consumers translate product attributes into the benefits (termed consequences) they produce, and benefits are ultimately translated into the consumer's driving value orientation.

For example, a dog food may have an attribute of being "Dry and Crunchy." To a dog owner, "Dry and Crunchy" means the dog food will help deliver the consequences (benefits) of "Cleaner Teeth" and "Healthier Dog." In turn, these consequences help the dog owner to fulfill a personal value, to feel a sense of "Responsibility as a Good Owner." Put simply, the product, as defined by its discriminating perceptual attributes, is the means which satisfies the more personal ends, represented by values.

Importantly, the Means-End framework adds a much richer understanding of how consumers derive meaning from products. Within this framework, meanings reflect the linear pattern of concepts and associations across levels of meaning, which, taken together, serve to explain the underlying reasons why the consumer considers a given attribute to be salient. The cognitive perspective of Means-End Theory can be seen to incorporate attribute, consequence, and value research paradigms into a framework encompassing all three models. It is the associative aspect of the Means-End model that provides a unique perspective on consumers' personally relevant meaning.

Recently, several aspects of Means-End Theory are receiving increased attention. Several articles address research methodology (Reynolds and Gutman, 1988; Valette-Florence and Rapacchi, 1991). Others have addressed the application to positioning strategy design (Olson and Reynolds, 1983; Reynolds and Craddock, 1988; Reynolds and Gutman, 1984). Still others apply Means-End theory as a conceptual framework for the strategic assessment of advertising (Gengler, 1990; Gengler and Reynolds, 1993; Reynolds and Gengler, 1991; Reynolds and Rochon, 1991). This attention has resulted in the broader realization that significant potential lies in using this consumer-based, strategically oriented research framework. However, three major practical problems emerge: (1) the significant time and cost of gathering individual in-depth, means-end (laddering) data; (2) the time and effort required to perform the content analysis of the qualitative responses (steps in the ladders) and the quantitative summaries of the dominant pathways; and (3) the lack of any detailed framework or system to translate strategic options as represented in the summary HVM into a working format for the agency creative staff.

Laddering Data Issues

Data Collection. Several researchers recently addressed the first of these problems: the issue of data collection. Gengler (1990) used an interactive computer program to assess strengths of associations between concepts. The concepts were derived a priori in focus groups. Valette-Florence and Rapacchi (1990) used a card-sorting task to group concepts which were related. Both of these techniques relied heavily upon a priori definition of concepts to be associated and are in that respect inferior to the open-ended format of laddering interviews. However, both techniques are quicker and easier to administer than laddering interviews. The main issue is whether or not researchers feel their consumers are homogeneous and predictable enough to use a predetermined set of concepts. Walker and Olson (1991) used a paper-and-pencil technique of data collection. In their technique, a questionnaire was administered to a group of individuals simultaneously. This technique shows promise, but precludes the insightful probing characteristic to laddering. In sum, a number of researchers are attempting to find more cost-effective and efficient methods of data collection, but each of these has potential shortcomings when compared with the laddering technique advocated by Reynolds and Gutman (1988).
indeed, it is difficult to justify any small savings in time or money when compared with the enormous cost of inaccurate or incomplete results. **analyses of ladderings data.** the second problem offers a better place to increase the efficiency of conducting a means-end study: streamlining and improving the process of analysis. analysis of ladderings data is a cumbersome task requiring several days of effort by highly skilled analysts for even a medium-sized study. the basic analysis steps can be summarized as (see reynolds and gutman, 1988, for a detailed description of these tasks):

A. Breaking the raw, conversational data into separate phrases. These phrases are the basic elements upon which subsequent analysis is based. This involves reviewing the verbatim notes or tapes of the discussion probes for the elements that best represent the concepts expressed by each individual subject.

B. Content analysis of the elements selected in step A.

C. Summation of associations between the content codes, resulting in a quantitative assessment of all paired relationships, termed implications.

D. Construction of a diagram to meaningfully represent the main implications, termed a Hierarchical Value Map (HVM).

**Translation of means-end results into strategy and creative copy.** the third problem involves the lack of any detailed framework to translate strategic options from a ladderings study into a working format for the agency creative staff. Although the issue of divining strategy from results is often discussed (olson and reynolds, 1983; reynolds and craddock, 1988), the focus generally concentrates on definition of the strategy and ignores the issue of translating that strategy into creative, executional concepts for advertisements. Discussing advertising strategy, little (1979) states: "Good strategy requires imagination and style and always will. At the same time, strategy emerges best from a foundation of reliable facts and sound analysis." Integration of creativity and means-end study results to develop a strategy and design creative executions is an art. To become accomplished at any art requires the development of technique. A key issue, then, is the outlining of techniques which can aid creative staff in developing executions from strategies.

**Purpose of this paper.** the raw means-end data is the key building block from which all subsequent analysis is based. Although other approaches to data collection have been proposed and are being pursued, the costly interviewing process of ladderings is often a necessity. The process is not subject to streamlining without sacrificing quality of understanding of the meanings that drive consumer decision-making. Hence, rather than focus on data collection, the dual purpose of this paper is to deal explicitly with the analysis and strategic implementation of ladderings data. The following sections of the paper deal with a brief background of means-end theory and ladderings, a discussion of improvements in ladderings analysis, and the use of ladderings results to aid in developing potent creative copy.

Specifically, this paper first details the use of an interactive software tool that expedites the rather cumbersome and time-consuming analytic steps outlined above (gengler and reynolds, 1989). Content analysis is a major portion of qualitative analysis. Although labor intensive and often tedious, great care and skill must be used in the content analysis, as the results are the basis of all subsequent analysis. Often, content analysis is an iterative task, where the analysts may recode data several times, combining categories, splitting categories, eliminating or creating new categories, until they feel they have achieved the optimal solution. This stage of the analysis process is drastically improved by the use of interactive computer software, so that the content analysis can easily be reviewed and modified.

In addition, automating the process allows analysts to develop several separate or aggregate analysis based upon demographic segmentation. After a first analysis, each coding change done by hand can result in many hours of recalculation for the next analysis; whereas an automated tool can help the analyst reach the same point in a matter of seconds. Using the system we describe here, the summation of associations between content codes can be performed almost instantaneously, and analysts can experiment with different HVMs resulting from these summations quickly and easily. This experimentation would require days of repetitive effort by hand. Essentially, the use of an interactive software tool described here moves the analysis of ladderings responses from being a rough, one-shot subjective analysis to a thoroughly reviewed and easily revised final analysis that a marketing manager can put confidence in. In this paper we shall go through this process to demonstrate how ladderings data can best be analyzed.
Secondly, the paper presents a conceptual approach to translating laddering data into a format for creative ideation sessions. This translation bridges the gap between the abstract understanding of meanings latent in strategy specification to the concrete construction of creative messages. To be useful to creative executives, a laddering study should deliver more than just a few vague terms specifying an overall positioning. It should deliver information on how consumers relate different meanings and a basis for idea and message development—not a dogmatic restriction of exactly what an advertisement should say. It is information to feed the creative process rather than restrictions to suffocate it. Methods for the effective usage of laddering data are discussed in the final section of the paper.

Background

Personal values are theorized to be a basis of attitude and preference (Rosenberg, 1956; Vinson, Scott, and Lamont, 1977; Howard, 1977). Means-end theory (Gutman, 1982) is based upon a personal values orientation, in which personal values are the motivating "end-states of existence" which individuals strive for in their lives (Rokeach, 1973). Personal values, then, represent individuals' internal, self-relevant, goal states, while products are often represented as a bundle of physical product attributes. Means-end theory simply posits that the way in which these physical attributes of products are linked to personal values of individuals defines how products gain personal relevance and meaning. Thus, a physical attribute of a product is important if that attribute, during product consumption, produces a desirable benefit or consequence to the consumer. In turn, the perceived consequence of product purchase and/or consumption, derives its importance through the extent that this consequence is linked to another higher level consequence and ultimately into an individual's personal value system. A fundamental problem facing consumer researchers is how to ascertain this means-end cognitive structure (attributes to consequences to values) for any particular market.

Laddering (Gutman and Reynolds, 1979; Reynolds and Gutman, 1988) is the standard method for assessing cognitive structure consistent with the means-end paradigm. The laddering process is performed through a series of one-on-one, in-depth, personal interviews. In the process of laddering, subjects are asked to perform a choice or sorting task in order to uncover a preference-based distinction which they use to choose between brands in the market. The interviewer then continues to ask the respondent a series of probing questions to uncover the structural relationships between this distinction and the respondent's personal value system. In other words, the interviewer is trying to elicit the cognitive relationships that give personal relevance to the product preference distinction. These questions are designed in a manner that will not lead the subject to respond in any specific answer but will prompt them to give an answer that reflects, in their own words, their own particular perspective and meaning. Typically, these questions will be short and of a form similar to "Why is this important to you?" A thorough discussion of the laddering interviewing technique can be found in Reynolds and Gutman (1988).

Stages of Computer Analysis of Means-End Data

Analysis of the responses gathered through laddering interviews involves several steps. To illustrate this process, data gathered on consumer choices of food for their canines is used as an example. This data set contains responses from 67 laddering interviews, with one to four ladders produced from each subject. The discussion of analysis will be presented in terms of the stages the analyst must go through, the important considerations at each stage, and how these stages can be facilitated using Gengler and Reynolds' (1989) decision-support tool, LADDERMAP.*

Stage A: Specifying Elements of a Means-End Chain. First of all, the conversational nature of the raw data from laddering forces the analyst to separate the ladder responses of each individual into "chunks" of meaning. These chunks correspond to the distinct levels of product meaning identified by the analyst within the ladder. Two important decisions must be made by the analyst at this stage. First, since the interviews are open-ended and conversational in nature, response not germane to the topic must be eliminated. Secondly, specifying what compose a "chunk" of meaning is extremely important since these units are the basis of all further stages of analysis. For example, an extract from a typical laddering interview may go something like "I prefer brand J (of dog food) because it is dry and..."
LADDERING DATA

Figure 1
Ladder Entry Screen from LadderMap Software

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LADDER EDIT SCREEN data name = dog food</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subject ID = 007  Ladder # = 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; freeer to do more things for me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VALUE Synonym: accomplishment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; saves me time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONSEQUENCE Synonym: save time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; less mess, convenient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONSEQUENCE Synonym: convenience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; dry texture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTRIBUTE Synonym: dry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen ID = LE-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The LADDEREDIT software is designed to assist in this stage. An interactive data entry feature is provided. Under this feature, analysts can enter multiple ladders per interview subject and up to ten “chunks” of meaning per ladder. As ladders are entered for each respondent, the analyst is prompted for the first stage of content analysis which is classifying each “chunk” as either an attribute, a consequence, or a value. This classification underlies the theoretical basis of the analysis and aids the analyst in discerning what are and are not relevant “chunks” to include from the verbatim responses. An example of the ladder entry screen is shown in Figure 1, with a ladder from the dog food data.

Stage B: Content Analysis of Means-End Data. Next, the “chunks” of meaning must be content analyzed in order to aggregate and generalize across subjects. This process involves two steps. The first step is to define a dictionary of content codes into which classifications can be made. This involves a preliminary review of the data and the development of a comprehensive (and exhaustive) set of categories into which to classify all of the “chunks.” The second step is the actual assignment of each verbatim to these codes. In a well-defined product category, where analysts typically have strong insights into consumers’ perceptions and motivations, many of the category codes may be defined a priori. More often, however, in laddering data analysis the steps of code definition and classification process are interwoven and the codes essentially evolve during the classification.

To facilitate this highly labor-intensive and recursive task, which inherently requires intensive human judgment and decision-making, the software allows interactive coding in an easy-to-use format. Actual content from the interviews is shown on the screen, grouped under the codes it has been assigned to. An example of the screen is shown in Figure 2a, where verbatim responses have been coded under the categories of “Flavor” and “Taste.” If, upon inspection, it is found that some concepts are assigned incorrectly, they can be easily corrected and assigned to the proper content code. Also, if the initial coding scheme is very specific, many content codes may have relatively few actual concepts assigned to each. For example, the codes of “Flavor” and “Taste” above could be combined under flavor.

Similar codes can then be easily grouped hierarchically under...
a larger code, making reassignment an easy task. For example, in Figure 2b all of the items under ‘Taste’ are easily moved under the major heading of ‘Flavor’ by simply assigning ‘Taste’ under ‘Flavor’ in the coding scheme. This enables the analysts to split, combine, or redefine categories quickly and easily on-line. The content analysis task is truly the heart of laddering analysis. It is the step where qualitative data (the raw, verbatim responses from the laddering interviews) are converted into nominal codes which can be quantified. Because codes can be easily combined hierarchically within each other when using the software, we recommend a large number of very specific codes when first analyzing the data and gradually combining and grouping similar meanings until a manageable number of approximately 50 remain. However, if you are performing analysis by hand, we recommend attempting to reduce the number of codes to approximately 50 immediately. Although this may result in a slightly higher misclassification, the combination of categories by hand would be restrictively difficult and tedious, besides being error prone. The lexical listing reports from the software, which report what verbatim responses are categorized under each content code, can be referenced at any future point to see what exactly was collapsed into the final content codes. Any further analysis of the data is only as good as the content analysis. Hence, this task should not be underrated in importance.

**Stage C: Defining Connections between Content Codes.**

Once the laddering data is classified into codes, it can be quantitatively analyzed to produce a diagrammatic representation of the meaning structure. The end product of a laddering data analysis is a graphical representation of means-end structures aggregated across all subjects, the Hierarchical Value Map (HVM). An HVM consists of the different content codes derived from content analysis arranged on a map and connected with lines. These lines show the common pathways of meanings, representing how product attributes are related to personal values. The main goal of analysis is the construction of the HVM, which is the framework for assessing strategic positionings in the market.

**Figure 2b**

**Combining Two Categories during Content Analysis**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flavor</th>
<th>Taste better than other brands</th>
<th>Taste</th>
<th>Variety of flavors</th>
<th>Meaty Flavor</th>
<th>Variety like real meat</th>
<th>Good Beefy Flavor</th>
<th>Tastes good, like meat</th>
<th>Tastes good</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n = 5</td>
<td>n = 3</td>
<td>n = 1</td>
<td>n = 1</td>
<td>n = 1</td>
<td>n = 1</td>
<td>n = 1</td>
<td>n = 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2- Edit SYN</td>
<td>F3- Change ACV</td>
<td>F4- Track Code</td>
<td>F10 EXIT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
dent when constructing the implication matrix in order to prevent bias in the aggregate results.

After the implication matrix is constructed, a cutoff value is selected by the analyst to determine which connections should be represented on the HVM. To assist the analyst in making this decision, a bar chart is provided on screen by the software to show how much variance would be explained by different levels of cutoff values (see Figure 3). Typically, this cutoff value is compared against the aggregate of direct plus indirect associations in each cell of the implication matrix. A binary matrix is formed which contains a (1) in each cell for which the corresponding element of the implication matrix is greater than or equal to the cutoff value and a (0) otherwise. These binary flags indicate which associations or connecting linkages should be illustrated on an HVM. However, in the interest of constructing a meaningful uncluttered HVM, not all of the marked associations are actually drawn as individual lines. Some of the connections indicated in the binary matrix are considered redundant and, therefore, do not need to be illustrated. If, for instance, the matrix indicates X → Y, X → Z, and Y → Z, then the direct connection X → Z is redundant since it is captured in the X → Y and Y → Z relationships. Although some may argue that this conceals the X → Z connection, the map would quickly degenerate into an unreadable state if all redundant connections were included. After all of the redundant, “pass through” relationships are eliminated, the binary matrix can then be used to draw the final HVM.

The process of summing the implication matrix and determining the connections to be made is a relatively simple task and takes only a few seconds on a microcomputer, whereas it is an extremely long and laborious task by hand. This allows the analyst to go back and make content-analysis-coding changes and subsequent alternate analysis without concern since the quantitative steps can be reproduced rapidly and effortlessly. Furthermore, automation of the task allows the analyst more flexibility and control over the process. This allows for experimentation with different levels of cutoff values and different coding strategies. Interestingly, the total number of 1s accounted for in the HVM which is reported can be considered a measure of the representativeness of the solution. This percentage index serves as a useful summary measure that should be reported in all laddering research.

Stage D: Drawing the Hierarchical Value Map. After the data is analyzed to determine exactly which associations should be illustrated as connections on the HVM, the final stage of producing an HVM must be performed. Two requirements are imposed on the analyst at this stage. First, the finished HVM must represent a significant number of the associations derived from the raw laddering data. From experience in conducting over 100 studies, the minimum threshold value should never be less than 70 percent with an average number typically in the 75 to 85 percent range. To represent any smaller percentage can cause valuable insights to be lost. Secondly, and perhaps more importantly in many business environments, the final HVM must be easily interpretable by management if it is to be a viable tool. Again, this stage involves qualitative judgments made by a skilled analyst to produce an HVM which is both accurate and aesthetically pleasing, hence a tradeoff between validity and parsimony.

The algorithm discussed in Stage C only determines what connections should be made, but does not actually indicate where nodes should be placed to draw an intelligible HVM. Gengler and Reynolds (1989) presented a heuristic-based algorithm and interactive editing software which can aid analysts in drawing an HVM derived from the binary matrix. This facility allows the analyst to quickly and easily view several HVMs based upon different cutoff points and different coding judgments. Since an aesthetic component of readability affects the interpretability of the HVM, the software provides several interactive capabilities to adjust the map and enhance its readability, such as moving nodes about, cutting and redrawing lines, or renaming nodes to be more representative of the data.

In sum, the construction of an HVM from raw laddering data involves several stages of both quantifiable and nonquantifiable analysis. The major task of bridging from qualitative to quantitative analysis lies in content analysis of the subjects’ verbatim responses. Inherently, this is a human judgment task but can be greatly facilitated by the use of interactive computer software. Furthermore, the use of software at this stage facilitates the subsequent quantitative stages of analysis, in particular, summarizing the frequency of the codes by subgroups within the total sample. Although this final stage can be (and is) automated to a great degree by the LADDERMAP software, this is not a task which can be entirely
Figure 3
HVM for Canine Cuisine

- **FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY**: get the most from life, more money for the family
- **LOVE**: feel accepted, feel worthwhile
- **BELONGING**: security, friendship
- **FULFILL RESPONSIBILITY**: good owner doing the right thing
- **COMPANIONSHIP**: man's best friend, camaraderie, avoid loneliness
- **SOCIALY ACCEPTABLE**: people will like me, can join dog clubs
- **ENERGETIC**: playful, active
- **GOOD DISPOSITION**: friendly, good with others
- **GOOD APPEARANCE**: shiny coat, bright eyes
- **PROLONG LIFE**: more years with pet, less pain from toss
- **HEALTHY DOG**: dog is healthy, avoid health problems
- **SAVES MONEY**: thrifty, don't waste money
- **EATS BETTER**: eats all of his food, doesn't leave any
- **LESS WASTE**: use all of it, easier storage
- **NUTRITION**: balanced diet, eats healthier food
- **DOG ENJOYS**: likes his food, tastes better
- **CLEAN TEETH**: no bad breath, fewer dental problems
- **HIGH QUALITY**: superior product, product quality
- **DRY**: DRY
- **DIETARY**: DIETARY
- **BRAND NAME**: BRAND NAME
- **MOIST**: MOIST
- **FLAVOR VARIETY**: FLAVOR VARIETY

Variance accounted for: 83%
put through a black box to produce useful results. Analyst judgment and decision-making at all stages of the process is a critical component of the analysis.

**Interpretation and Strategic Use of Hierarchical Value Maps**

The resultant HVM from an analysis of the dog food category is shown in Figure 3, with verbatim examples nested under each code. (This HVM accounted for 83 percent of all of the connections or associations in the raw laddering data, which we refer to as a measure of variance.) Again, the HVM represents the pattern of meaning by which individuals give personal relevance to product distinctions. The thickness of the lines connecting the concept nodes similarly represents the varying frequencies of association.

The HVM can be divided into three fairly distinct levels corresponding to the a/c/v codes. The product attributes (Dry, Dietary, Name Brand, Moist, and Flavor Variety) are located at the lower part of the map. The consequences which are basically of two types, functional and psychosocial, represent the immediate outcomes that the consumer perceives to result from the corresponding attributes. In other words, the desired consequences or outcomes are the immediate, tangible reasons a consumer attaches importance to the attributes. The Values (Love, Belonging, Fulfill Responsibility, and Financial Responsibility) placed at the top of the map represent personally relevant goals or objectives achieved by the lower level consequences.

The connections between the nodes represent personal meanings. These links are actually the key to understanding and using an HVM. This is true for two reasons. First, being able to identify the connections between concepts in the mind of the consumer is essential to understanding the perceptual basis for decision-making. This represents the cardinal insights offered by an in-depth understanding of the consumer. Second, once a positioning strategy is determined, the creative task essentially involves developing words, images, and/or symbols that will create the desired connections in the mind of the consumer. Thus, focusing on the connections between concepts is central to both understanding and using laddering research.

A common method for interpreting laddering data (Reynolds and Gutman, 1988) is to consider the unique pathways of meaning from the attribute to the value level as perceptual orientations or perceptual segments. This is useful, but also has its shortcomings. As a segmentation method, this approach is useful only if the analyst takes into account the method in which the HVM is constructed, namely, that all the concept nodes in a pathway need not be included in the perceptual orientation. This is due to the fact that the HVM is constructed to include related “pass through” nodes through the elimination of redundant connections, minimizing the number of connecting lines required. To avoid this problem, one must check the implication matrix to make sure the unique pathways actually represent key defining elements which are significantly interconnected. This method of drawing an HVM assumes that those reading the map will naturally understand that a link from concept A to concept B and from concept B to concept C implies a link from concept A to concept C, even if it is not explicitly drawn. In most cases, drawing in these implicit connections will render a map unreadable due to its complexity and multitude of crossing lines. If one is dealing with a very simplistic knowledge structure or coding scheme, or if interviewers failed to elicit full ladders from subjects, a map including all connections may then be feasible.

Alternatively, the implication matrix can be converted to a triangular distance matrix and used as input to a hierarchical clustering algorithm (see Klenosky, Gengler, and Mulvey, 1993 for an example). Different attributes, consequences, and values are grouped together by the analysis. The LADDERMAP program creates a file for this purpose, which can be easily used with any standard statistical applications package. Each of these clusters could be viewed as a perceptual orientation and a basis for a psychographic segment. An issue, then, is to assess which of these is the appropriate target market for a given brand.

**Making Positioning Decisions Based on Means-End Pathways**

Each of the perceptual orientations discussed as segments should be evaluated as a potential product positioning. This is accomplished by benchmarking the strengths and weaknesses of the respective products, using a combination of traditional attitude data and subjective judgment. The objective data provides a sound basis for assessing the lower attribute and functional consequence levels. The more personal psychosocial consequences and value levels related to the competing brands’ positionings can usually be accurately assessed from their advertising communications.
Combining the segmentation and the competitive positioning analyses results in the strategic framework from which positioning options can be developed. Basically, four options emerge. The first, and least likely, is discovering a significant yet untapped orientation, one that is not currently being used in the competitive environment. Given the sophistication of today’s marketer, this is becoming increasingly less likely.

Option two involves grounding a positioning by establishing ownership of a meaning, essentially creating a stronger link between what is at present a relatively weak association. For example, in the HVM in Figure 3, the linkage between “dry” and “clean teeth” is seen to be weak, therefore, one positioning option would be to build a strong association here, in the context of “healthy dog.” “Healthy dog” would then need to be defined in terms of another, higher order meaning, like “prolong life.” The net result would be a strategic positioning that communicates to the consumer that the meaning of “dry” → “clean teeth” is a discriminating characteristic to satisfy the higher order needs they have with respect to their dog.

Option three involves developing new meanings, essentially forming a meaningful connection between two as yet unrelated concepts. Again, using the HVM in Figure 3, one example would be to connect “flavor variety” to “high quality,” thereby tapping into the strong (tightly connected) higher order meanings that stem from “high quality.” A simple example of this would be to create “flavor varieties” (at least named as such) or descriptors that would commonly be considered or associated with a superior cut of meat by human standards (i.e., filet, choice, or tournedos). Of course, the higher level association from “healthy dog” to the most appropriate values (given the competitive environment) must also be specified in the positioning.

The fourth option involves creating a new meaning by adding a new attribute descriptor to the consumer lexicon. One example of this type of positioning development would be to define a new attribute that could readily be associated with “nutrition,” given the central role it plays in the HVM. A possible alternative would be a “medically grounded supplement” such as a unique combination of needed vitamins and minerals, which could be easily linked to superior “nutrition” and ultimately reinforcing to more personal value drivers at the higher levels. An approach like this could offer significant potential if the specifics of canine nutrition could be defined with a unique contrast to human dietary requirements, essentially creating a new knowledge framework the consumer could use to ground the rational component of his or her decision-making.

As is apparent, the HVM offers more than consumer insight. It is a framework to contrast current positionings and to develop “what if” scenarios which ultimately can become strategic options. Similar to the skill required to construct a representative HVM, the development of strategy cannot be done by a black box algorithm: it requires clear and oftentimes creative thinking.

Strategy Translation

The specification of positioning strategy based in a Means-End framework using the Model (see Figure 4) is well documented in the academic literature (Olson and Reynolds, 1983; Reynolds and Craddock, 1988; Reynolds and Gutman, 1984). However, to date, no specifics have been forthcoming on how to translate the specification into a framework that creative staff can use to develop executional ideas. The abstract nature of the content codes and the HVM, though grounded in consumer meanings, appears more like a logical set of connections between rather simple, lifeless descriptors. The primary reason underlying this surface interpretation lies in the failure to adequately explain in detail the relevance of the concept of meaning. The first of two illustrations of this inadequacy in both explanation and understanding are made in the prior section, where meanings, defined as the connection between two concept nodes, served as the basis for the development of strategic options. Understanding the critical associative aspect of meaning offers significant potential to solve the strategy-to-creative translation problem that currently exists.

To illustrate, consider the “Super Premium” potential strategy that appears in Figure 5, which creates a new linkage between “flavor variety” and “high quality.” Note that the specification here is repeated on the far left and the key strategic elements are presented in the center section. This form of strategy specification offered by the two left-
most sections appears less than bland to the insightful creative. What is missing, again, is the concept of meaning; for it is the creative goal to create meanings that will make the product personally relevant to the consumer.

The simplicity and brevity of strategy specification in this manner, though apparently limiting, actually has the potential to serve the creative process exceptionally well. Not only is it unrestrictive, it also provides a unique structure for ideation.

The focal point of this ideation is the associative aspect of meaning between any two given concepts. To develop meanings, one must focus on the connecting lines between the concepts and explore the possibilities that maximize the probability that the desired meanings (connections) will result. This task directly feeds the creative process. What is required, then, is to develop executional ideas, scenarios, symbols, and/or feelings that will cause the association of the two concepts in the mind of the consumer. Generation of ideas in this way can initially be accomplished by answering the question: “What will cause the connection to be made?” Once ideas are developed for each of the three key strategic connections (see the right-most section of Figure 5 for rough examples), the blending of these ideas can take place by creating specific scenes that serve to deliver the desired meanings, or an overall executional action plot that embodies all of the key meanings.

Figure 4
MECCAS—Means-End Conceptualization of Components for Advertising Strategy

- **DRIVING FORCE**
  The value orientation of the strategy; the end-level to be focused on in the advertising.

- **LEVERAGE POINT**
  The manner by which the advertising will tap "into," reach, or activate the value or end-level of focus; the specific key way in which the value is linked to the specific features in the advertising.

- **EXECUTIONAL FRAMEWORK**
  The overall scenario or action plot, plus the details of the advertising execution. The executional framework provides the “vehicle” by which the value orientation is to be communicated, especially the Gestalt of the advertisement; its overall tone and style.

- **CONSUMER BENEFIT**
  The major positive consequences for the consumer that are to be explicitly communicated, verbally or visually, in the advertising.

- **MESSAGE ELEMENTS**
  The specific attributes, consequences, or features about the product that are communicated verbally or visually.


The initial form of strategy translation seen in Figure 5 represents the basic underpinnings that would create the desired connection. The goal is to generate specific ideas thereby expanding the creative concept. For example, the "product bridge" linking the Message Elements to the Consumer Benefit could be enhanced by considering product names that infer the "high quality" and the "flavor variety" meaning. Using human meat labels such as choice or filet might accomplish this. In addition, combining the product name with the visual of the pet really enjoying the special, and thereby superior, meal may create both of the desired sets of connections.

The "personal relevance" bridge between the Consumer Benefit and the Leverage Point can be exemplified by demonstrating the good disposition of the pet, such as showing it playing with kids or being well disciplined. Tying this idea into the execution, either before and/or after feeding, offers another example of how the strategic concept can be brought to life. For the "value bridge," connecting the Leverage Point to the Driving Force, a visual demonstration of the affection latent in the bonding of the pet and its owner seems like an obvious executional idea.
Clearly, the sample creative ideas presented are merely examples limited by the lack of time spent and real creative insight. However, these ideas serve to demonstrate how the creative process can bring to life the strategy elements provided in a specification. The creative contribution is obviously the ultimate payoff—the tangible result of the positioning strategy and has to be worked every bit as rigorously as the development of strategic options. It is abundantly clear, however, that the creative output is intended to communicate meaning. Thinking specifically in these terms offers significant potential to focus the creative process.

Figure 6 demonstrates how another potential positioning, "Special Needs," can be developed from the HVM. In this example, a new attribute is created, one that gives the consumer a rational reason for grounding their decision-making (Reynolds, Cockle, and Rochon, 1990). The strategic goal, then, is to provide the consumer with a rational basis to believe the food is more nutritious, and thus superior to the competition, which is accomplished by building the appropriate meaning.

Continuing with this line of reasoning, the absence of specific dog-nutrition descriptors in the HVM offers the possibility of defining what dog nutrition is and how it differs from human nutrition. The meaning of nutrition, as defined by whatever "medically grounded supplements" can be delivered by the product, can then serve to positively differentiate the brand. Once grounded, the scenarios needed to convey the higher level connections can be developed similarly to the previous example.

As the two examples illustrate, understanding the HVM is the key to both specifying strategic options and to translating the options into grist for creative development. The central tenet and primary contribution of the point of view offered here can be summarized as this: the successful implementation of the Means-End approach to strategy is the realization that meaning is everything. Positioning is about meaning. Analysis of consumer perceptions of the reasons that drive decision-making behavior should be framed as a study of meaning. Therefore, the development of strategic communications involves understanding how visual and verbal elements contribute to generate the desired meanings in the mind of the target consumer.

Summary

Laddering is one of the most useful qualitative research techniques available to advertising researchers. It provides an opportunity for consumers to respond to choice situations in their own words and express their own feelings, yet provides enough structure to keep the conversation focused exactly on what the consumer thinks about the product category. The analysis of laddering data can be a laborious task, fraught with myriad classification decisions. The analytic tool described in this paper provides a methodology for analyzing laddering data in a more-organized, less error-prone, and less opinionated fashion. This is done without
Figure 6
"Special Needs"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MECCAS</th>
<th>STRATEGY</th>
<th>SPECIFICATION OF MEANINGS (CONNECTIONS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Driving Force</strong></td>
<td>FULFILL RESPONSIBILITY</td>
<td><strong>Value Bridge</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Leverage Point</strong></td>
<td>PROLONG LIFE</td>
<td>You're dog relies on you; he has a special trust that you will take good care of him; you deserve his trust because you give him a long and rewarding life.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Consumer Benefit</strong></td>
<td>HEALTHY DOG</td>
<td><strong>Personal Relevance Bridge</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Message Elements</strong></td>
<td>HIGH QUALITY</td>
<td>Superior nutrition and a perfectly balanced meal help keep your dog healthy and fit, even when he's getting old. He can live a long, active life with you.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MEDICALLY-GROUNDED SUPPLEMENT</td>
<td><strong>Product Bridge</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Your dog's needs are different from yours. He needs the special, vital ingredients that go into high-quality dog food for complete, good nutrition.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

suppressing the amount of information communicated to those who will eventually use the results of the analysis. The results of qualitative research should not be the biased opinion of the researcher. They should not be a selected amusing vignette or two from the best communicators in the sample interviewed. They should represent all of the perspectives of all of the individuals interviewed. Only through a careful analysis process such as we have discussed here can this be achieved.

Yet, even if an analysis has yielded valuable insights into consumer or industrial buyer psyche, these insights are worthless if they are not put into action. The strategic statements and positionings derived from a laddering study must be communicated to creative staffs developing advertising for the product. Furthermore, they must be communicated in a framework that stimulates creative ideation around the chosen positioning rather than restricting the creative staff to an overly specified message content. Such an over-restriction can be a fantastic formula for dry, unexciting advertising. For this reason, we have outlined how strategies derived from a laddering study can be successfully used as a source of ideas for creative staffs. Finding new ways to translate a product's tangible features into customers' key benefits, or to translate benefits into personally relevant feelings and values, is vital to creating advertising which is exciting and cohesive with a brand's chosen positioning. The focus of any communication with customers must be on the lasting product/brand related meanings formed in the customer's memory. This focus will not only help to build messages that contribute to a stronger brand image and positioning but will also help to preempt the creation of messages which, in isolation, may be "good ads" but in a holistic perspective dilute the positioning of the brand and confuse the brand image.

- - - - -
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